Special offer for
STAC Summit
attendees
Buy the new DAG 10X4-S at the reduced
price of $6000. And get a second one free!1
Offer closes August 31st, 2017.
For more than a decade, Endace DAG cards have been the gold standard in packet capture accuracy and performance. They
provide 100% packet capture at full line rate regardless of packet size, and deliver nanosecond-level accurate time stamps on
every packet.
DAG cards are preferred by banks, traders, governments and other organizations the world over for their reliability, accuracy
and performance. We’d like you to see why for yourself.

The DAG 10X4-S data capture card
The DAG 10X4-S offers four, independently configurable 1GbE/10GbE monitoring ports that can be combined to provide
40GbE monitoring, and delivers cost-effective, 100% accurate packet capture for 1GbE, 10GbE and 40GbE environments.
The DAG 10X4-S provides nanosecond-accurate time-stamping of captured traffic and has a dedicated time sync port
supporting PPS, IRIG-B or PTP. It has fanless cooling and, like all Endace DAG cards, is designed for ultra-reliablity in the field
while delivering unparalled packet capture accuracy and performance.
With direct memory access (DMA) delivering lightning fast transfer of captured packets direct to host memory and powerful
hardware-based, packet processing, the DAG10X4-S removes packet processing overhead from the host’s CPU - accelerating
the performance of your hosted applications. With four monitoring ports, the DAG10X4-S enables superior port-density for
deployment in environments such as Co-Lo facilities where data-center space is at a premium.
The DAG10X4-S supports relative timed replay of captured traffic, allowing it to precisely reproduce traffic as captured for
testing, performance measurement and other purposes.

To take advantage of this special offer, please fill out the form on the back of this page, and email it to sales@endace.com.
1
Subject to Terms and Conditions (see overleaf)
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Take advantage of this special
STAC offer.
To qualify, you must apply before August 31st. You can either
1. Save a copy of this PDF, complete the form below and email ir to sales@endace.com
or
2. Print a copy of the PDF, fill out the details, scan and email it to sales@endace.com

Name:

Email address:

Phone:

Job Title:

Company:

Delivery Address:
Street:
City:
State:
Country:

Terms and Conditions
1. This special offer is only available to registered end-customer attendees at one of the STAC Summits (New York, Chicago and London) and is not available to
vendors or resellers
2. Only one special offer may be redeemed per company attending the STAC Summits
3. Endace reserves the right, at its sole discretion, to determine eligibility for this special offer and its decision shall be final
4. To accept this offer, attendees must complete this form and return it to Endace no later than 5.00pm (EST) August 31st, 2017
5. Completed forms may be emailed to sales@endace.com and must be received by 5:00pm (EST) August 31st, 2017.
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